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Abstract

The article presents a structure of the assembling connections methods with an interference used, and the algorithm solution with the use of a computer technology with a selection of their rational construction-engineering parameters that include operating conditions, physico-mechanical properties of the utilized materials, microrelief, and intermediate layers in the contact zone.
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To select efficient energy-saving process that ensures preparation of compounds with high tension strength, you must find out a lot of input design and technological factors of the technology designing [1-3]. The main of them include: operating conditions the connection, the positive dimensions of parts to be connected; physical and mechanical properties of materials used; the maximum permissible level temperature of heating and cooling by thermal methods of preparation and so on. It should also be noted that a significant effect on the strength of cylindrical joints with tension makes the technological preparation of surfaces that are combined. Currently in production is used in a complex technological method of preparing high quality surfaces of covered combined parts, causing regular micro lay and making connections by thermal methods, which give possibility to obtain landing of high operational safety. But the choice of rational parameters is very complex and time consuming.

Objects and methods of study

Connect with tension and technology of its preparation using combined thermal methods. Information model is developed and used and software system to verify the correctness of the proposed mathematical foundations of methods of preparation.

Definition of task

Ensuring while designing optimal choice of constructive-technological parameters of compounds of tension parameters and parameters of assembly technology in different thermal methods.

Discussion of research results

To implement the task of calculating the optimal parameters and method of forming compounds with the tension, a software package is created, which enables to calculate the design and assembly technology options for different ways and methods of assembly, including: with heating of covering part; with low-temperature cooling of covered parts; with cooling covered parts, and heating covering parts; with heating of covering parts and galvanized cover; with a low-temperature cooling of covered parts and galvanized cover; with a low-temperature cooling, heating and galvanized cover; with heating covering parts and glue; with heating and cooling of parts and glue.

On fig. 1 the block (the structure of complex) diagram of software selection of assembly method and constructive parameters of high-strength low-tension connections with tension is represented. To use software system, database of values of constants, material properties of parts, structural and technological parameters which influence the strength of fits with tension, is designed.

The interface of software is made in multipage form and consists of the following pages:

– Main, which allows you to choose methods of assembly, which are under research, run computational procedures and print the results of calculations.
– Physical and mechanical properties of parts, which are combined.
– Parameters of parts, which are combined.

The result of the software system is to define parameters for different types of assemblies in case of difficulty or inability to reproduce this process in real production without changes in input parameters or materials.

This allows to provide passive conduct experiments on the stage of choosing methods of assembling, and types of materials with inherent characteristics, which saves time and costs when developing new technologies.

The problem of choice of design and technological parameters of preparation of assemblies with tension in various ways includes the entrance of input and output parameters: the required strength of P compounds, constructive size of compaunds, physical and mechanical properties of parts, adhesive compositions and galvanized covers. After the data entry, optimal parameters of technology assembly are calculated.
Selection of the method of assembly of compounds with tension

- with heating of covering part
- with low-temperature cooling of covered parts
- with heating of covering parts, and heating covering parts
- with low-temperature cooling of covered parts and galvanized cover
- with a low-temperature cooling, heating and galvanized cover
- with heating covering parts and glue
- with heating and cooling of parts and glue

Input of parameters

Database of physical and mechanical properties of parts

Entry of Input and output parameters – required strength of connections, constructive size of fits

Calculation of the structural and technological parameters of fits and assembly technology

Ranking and printing of obtained parameters of connection strength and assembly technology

Fig. 1. Block diagram of software selection of assembly method and constructive parameters of high-strength low-tension connections with tension
Complex (the structure of complex is shown in fig. 1) is written in the algorithmic language of Visual of Basic 6.0.

It should be noted that a significant effect on the strength of fitting make parameters of regular micro lay in the zone of contact of details. To select these options, a method (algorithm) and a new graph-analytic approach are offered, which includes specially designed nomograms (fig. 2 – 4).

On the nomogram (Fig. 2 – Fig. 4) in the direction from point 1 to point 15 can be determined parameters of covered parts surface preparation technology taking into account the strength of connections with tension, molded by thermal method, cooling and combined thermal method – CTM (with heating and cooling), taking into account the structural parameters of compounds, physical and mechanical characteristics of details materials. Nomogram (Fig. 2) consists of 6 quadrants.

On the abscissa of 1st quadrant deferred values of fitting diameters \(d\) in mm. The curves correspond to the first quadrant’s value of \(m = d_2/d_1\) ratio of covering part outer diameter \(d_2\), and the internal diameter \(d_1\) of covered part.

In the second and third quadrants are marked oblique lines, which correspond to the values of fitting length \(L\) (connection of tension) in mm and elastic modulus \(E\) for the material of parts in units MPa. In the fourth quadrant is marked oblique line, which takes into account the proportion of 2/96 of a square number ratio = 3.14. In the fifth quadrant are marked oblique rays, which correspond to part \(X = x \cdot 2\) (mm) of length \(L\) connection, performed without regular micro lay on the surface of compound covered part. On the horizontal axis of sixth quadrant deferred values of strength connection \(P_T\) (kN) from the ends, i.e., on two areas where regular micro lay is absent.

The second nomogram (Fig. 3) consists of the 4 quadrants. On the horizontal axis of seventh quadrant deferred values of strength connection \(P_T\) (kN) from the ends, in the quadrant are marked oblique lines, which correspond to the strength connection \(P_c\) in the middle part of length \(L - 2\) m with regular micro lay.

In quadrant 8 are marked the rays, which correspond to the value of the product \(\pi d\) in mm and in quadrant 9 there are oblique lines, which correspond to the values of fitting length \(L_c\) (connection with tension) in mm in the middle part of length \(L - 2x\) with regular micro lay. In quadrant 10 are marked the rays, which correspond to the values of the shear stress for material of covering part, in units MPa.

The third nomogram (Fig. 4) consists of 4 quadrants. In the eleventh quadrant are marked rays, which correspond to the value of expression \((1+C)/C\), where \(C = \tau_B / \tau_a\) and \(\tau_a\) – the shear stress for the material of covered detail in units of MPa. In the twelfth quadrant are marked oblique lines, which correspond to the step \(S\) (mm) of the execution of regular micro lay on covered part, and in quadrant 13 – rays, which correspond to the value of the angle tangent \(\tan \theta\) of micro lay profile at its top. In quadrant 14 are marked oblique parallel lines that match the value in mm works contact pressure \(p\) on the parameter \(A\). On the horizontal axis of quadrant 14 are marked values of height of regular micro lay \(R_B\) (mm).
Conclusion

The algorithm and graph-analytic method have been developed, which can provide choice of rational technological parameters of thermal assembly and build constructive and technological parameters of connections with tension, taking into account conditions of exploitation, physical and mechanical properties of materials, regular micro lay and intermediate layers in the contact zone.
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**ZASTOSOWANIE TECHNOLOGII KOMPUTEROWEJ PRZY REALIZACJI WYSOKOWYTRZYMAŁOŚCIOWYCH POŁĄczeń WCISKANYCH**

**Streszczenie**
W artykule przedstawiono strukturę służącą do tworzenia połączeń z napięcia wstępnego i algorytm rozwiązywania zadań przy użyciu technologii komputerowej, konstrukcyjne technologiczne parametry w warunkach eksploatacji, właściwości fizyczne i mechaniczne materiałów, microrelief i pośrednie warstwy w obszarze styku.
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